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(xviii) Model villages. There is not much to be said for
model villages. They absorb the time of the departments,
no one goes and looks at them, or if they do they immedi-
ately say that special money and special staff was
concentrated on them and therefore until Government will
do the same for their villages nothing can be done—and so
on and so forth. Meanwhile, while the model village is
being prepared, the rest of the district heaves a sigh of
relief, prays that its turn may never come, and does
nothing. The model village may develop unexpected
difficulties and obstinacies and never become a model, or
by the time it is ready the promoters may have moved on
and interest has been lost. If model villages are prepared,
work should only be concentrated on them for a few months.
The workers should then move on to another set of villages,
keeping an eye on the previous models to prevent them
backsliding.
(xix) Conclusion : a general attack. The best way to
proceed is to attack the whole district, so that no one can
sit idle and watch other people being reformed. One thing
will take on in one village and another thing in another.
Exploit the successes and use each success both to lead to
other successes in the same village and to shame other
villages to do likewise. In this way practical experience
and knowledge of the carrying out of each reform, of what
it looks like when carried out, and what it leads to will be
obtained somewhere or other in the district, news of it will
spread, and other villages will copy it. It will be a very
long time before every reform can be seen in working order
in one village, but there is no reason why every reform
should not quickly be seen in some village. Nothing
succeeds like success, and the contagion will spread if
everybody is put on the defensive and kept busy by a

